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I first got this book because of the great lists I found. Then I started to read it in depth and I'm so
glad I got it! This gives all kinds of tips and hints and ideas. The only thing I didn't like was that
sometimes it was repetitive -- from page to page or worksheet to worksheet. But the lists of music,
kinds of services and seating plan ideas were the best I've seen. And the BEST of all was the
chapter on wedding coordinator -- I knew I couldn't pay someone to do this, but it gave me all the
duties so that I could do it or have others help me with this job. I have looked and looked elsewhere
and nothing compares to all the information here. And it gives very practical money saving ideas -no tips to save money and "only" spend $1500. These ideas **really** save money. I haven't even
thought about buying another book to help plan my wedding -- this is the ONLY one you'll need.

Our church has used this book as wedding guide & planner for 5 years. Book is all-inclusive, full of
easy charts, very helpful suggestions & guidelines. We have never found it lacking in any area. Our
one copy is now getting worn; I am ordering another copy now. Terry Osborne, Wedding Consultant
for Riverview Church of the King Bullhead City, AZ

I used this wedding planner in 1996 when my husband and I were married. It is full of resources that

you might not think to use. I lost my copy in one of our moves and have returned to get a copy for
reference...I highly recommend this book to any bride-to-be. It will be the best $17 you spend for
your wedding.

I used this book 3 years ago when I was married and recently passed it along to my sister-in-law to
be. It is an invaluable resource and a very **different** resource. It isn't a book about different
wedding "ideas" ("how to arrange the tablecloths", "how to deal with new in-laws", etc.) It is a
**GO-TO** resource on the actual planning of the ceremony/celebration. It gives template sheets
that I found helpful to simply xerox and put in a 3-ring binder and create my own workbook. (The
best part is the book is still blank for my sister-in-law now!) Your money will be well spent here.

This book SEEMED like it would be helpful, but except for *some* info on premarital counseling, it
really came very close to being like any other *secular* wedding book. Some of the advice is really
dated, too.

My cousin bought this book for me since she knew I was not going to hire a wedding coordinator. I
use it for all of my wedding needs. It gives lots of examples but lets you be creative also. I love it!

This is a very helpful resource. It has a lot of detail about every aspect of planning a wedding. It also
contains many helpful list to help a person keep track of when planning should be completed and
keep track of details. I recommend this book.

We were so pleased with this book we have purchased it for several friends. It may be a bit
outdated now with all the electronic invites, rsvps, etc but the example wording of vows, invites,
thankyous and all of the lists still make this a worthwhile purchase. Plus it has clamshell binding so
it's very easy to leave this book open for making copies of lists!
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